NEW LINES
Dave Swain Associates hired to represent 4 new manufacturers

May 2019

F.W.E.—Back in the Family
After a 4 year separation, we are excited to announce that F.W.E. has
retained DSA to represent them again in New England. Our companies
had enjoyed 20 years together but a line conflict lead to our separation.
That conflict no longer exists and we are thrilled to be selling a terrific
product and working with the great people at F.W.E.

Mibrasa Charcoal Ovens
Cooking with charcoal is becoming more popular and Mibrasa is the
leader in this method of cooking. There are several different models of
ovens available plus charcoal grills. Great for meats, seafood, poultry,
and vegetables. The flavors are truly amazing so bring your client to our
test kitchen so they can play with this incredible oven. Built the old
fashioned way...like a tank.
Seeing is believing, schedule a demo in our kitchen.

Rossito-Bisani
Pasta: Cookers, Extruders, Sheeters and RavioliMachines
Dome Ovens: Wood, Gas, Combo, Electric, and ROTARY
Espresso: Automatic and Manual, grinders
Juicers and more...
The oven will be installed in our test kitchen in June along with some
other RB products. Having your customer test cook their food in the
oven is the best way to give everyone comfort in knowing they have
purchased the right oven. Please schedule a time with our chef.
Product in stock in King of Prussia, PA

Rosseto Serving Solutions
This product is being added to our table top division
If you need a display to properly show your client’s products then look no
further. Sleek, innovative, stylish and functional. Rosseto offers some
terrific options to set your client above the rest. Take a look on- line and
download their catalog. There are many different buffets as well as dry
product dispensers and cold beverage possibilities.
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